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1. Purpose  
The purpose of the Climate Response and Resilience Action Plan (the Action Plan) is to provide a plan for 

WDC to meet its audit and statutory obligations, and community expectations, to mitigate and adapt to 

climate change. 

Once adopted and/or endorsed by Council, it is to be implemented by all WDC teams as a high priority. 

The Action Plan is in two parts: 1) this framework document; and 2) a spreadsheet of prioritised actions. It is 
anticipated that the prioritised actions will be updated frequently, whereas this framework document may 
not require frequent updates. 

2. Executive Summary 

The Climate Action Plan outlines the Council’s response to climate change and provides actions that will help 
Council teams and the District to mitigate, build resilience and adapt to climate change. 

3. Introduction and Background 

On 5 February 2020, the Council’s Strategy and Finance Committee received and approved the Climate 
Response Planning report prepared by Waikato District Council’s Climate Action Group (CAG). As a resolution 
arising from this report, Waikato District Council (Council) was mandated to develop a Climate Action Plan 
including both mitigation and adaptation for both Council and the District, whilst simultaneously 
implementing operational initiatives. 

 

4. WDC Strategic and Policy Framework 
4.1 Living, Thriving and Connected Communities vision 

It is accepted that without drastic action the world will face a significant climate crisis. Council recognises 

that if it does not progress from discussion to action regarding climate resilience, it is likely that climate 

hazards will significantly disrupt our vision for liveable, thriving and connected communities within the 

next 30 years. We have a legal, governmental and moral obligation to balance our communities’ current 

needs, economic growth and our future. 

4.2 Climate Response and Resilience Policy 

The Climate Response and Resilience Policy was adopted by the Council’s Policy and Regulatory 

Committee on 31 August 2020, and is attached to this framework document. The purpose of the policy is 

to: 

1. Protect people from risk 

2. Provide a foundation to establish a consistent, standardised, all-of-organisation approach to 
climate resilience 

3. Demonstrate and operationalise Council’s commitment to take climate action 

4. Act as an enabler helping people to make decisions 

5. Align the organisation with climate related legislation  

6. Set a framework within which the Climate Action Plan was developed. 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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The policy: 

1. Is based on the local government position statement on climate change 

2. Considers climate risks and actions that are relevant to our district 

3. Aligns with legislation (Zero Carbon Act) 

4. Sets out our organisation’s commitments 

5. Describes intended implementation methods 
 

 

4.3 International framework 

Nearly all of the world’s scientists agree that human activity is the main contributor to climate 

change. Even those who believe that human activities are not the primary contributor to climate 

change usually acknowledge the warming effect caused by gases such as carbon dioxide (CO2) and 

methane (CH4) in the atmosphere, and that, all else being equal, a reduction in emissions of those 

‘greenhouse gases’ would by definition reduce climate change.   

4.3.1. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recommends that global warming be limited 

to 1.5° C, and New Zealand has signed up to the Paris Agreement to commit to meeting this target.  

4.3.2. Paris Agreement 

New Zealand must reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 30% below 2005 levels by 2030. 

The Paris Agreement is an agreement within the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change, signed in 2016, which aims to keep the increase in global average temperature to well 

below 2° C above pre-industrial levels, ideally to no more than 1.5° C. Under this Agreement, each 

country must determine, plan and regularly report on the contribution that it undertakes to mitigate 

global warming. There is no specific emissions target or specific date required. New Zealand has 

committed to a 30% reduction below 2005 gross emissions by 2030. Currently, the only significant 

emitters who have not become party to the Agreement are Iran and Turkey. Current US President 

Trump withdrew the USA from the agreement in November 2020, but President-Elect Biden is 

expecting to re-enter the USA into the agreement when he takes office In January 2021. 

 

4.3.3. United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 

A set of 17 United Nations Sustainable Development Goals were adopted in 2015 by all UN member 

states as part of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, which provides a shared blueprint 

for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future. The most directly 

applicable goal is Goal #13: Climate Action. Sections of the goal relating to Council are as follows; 

13.1 Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in 

all countries 

13.2 Integrate climate change measures into national policies, strategies and planning 

13.3 Improve education, awareness-raising and human and institutional capacity on climate change 

mitigation, adaptation, impact reduction and early warning 

 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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4.4 National framework 

4.4.1. Zero Carbon Act 

The Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Act 2019 provides a framework by which 

New Zealand can develop and implement clear and stable climate change policies that:  

▪ contribute to the global effort under the Paris Agreement to limit the global average 
temperature increase to 1.5° Celsius above pre-industrial levels 

▪ allow New Zealand to prepare for, and adapt to, the effects of climate change. 

The changes do four key things. They: 

▪ set a new domestic greenhouse gas emissions reduction target for New Zealand to:  

▫ reduce net emissions of all greenhouse gases (except biogenic methane) to zero by 
2050 

▫ reduce emissions of biogenic methane to 24–47 percent below 2017 levels by 2050, 
including to 10 per cent below 2017 levels by 2030 

▪ establish a system of emissions budgets to act as stepping stones towards the long-term target 

▪ require the Government to develop and implement policies for climate change adaptation 
and mitigation 

▪ establish a new, independent Climate Change Commission to provide expert advice and 
monitoring to help keep successive governments on track to meeting long-term goals. See the 
Climate Change Commission website. 

4.4.2. Resource Management Act 1991 

The Resource Management Act, a key piece of legislation for Council operations, promotes the 

sustainable management of natural and physical resources which strongly supports a climate change 

response. 

 The RMA has a key role in adaptation through its strong focus on natural hazards. Section 6(h) of 

the Act lists the management of significant risks from natural hazards as a matter of national 

importance. Regional councils and territorial authorities have specific functions to manage natural 

hazards. 

 In addition, the RMA requires all those exercising functions under the Act to have particular regard 

to the effects of climate change.  This should therefore be an integral part of decision making on 

resource consent applications and notices of requirement for which the effects of climate change 

may be significant. 

The recent “Randerson report” commissioned by the New Zealand government recommends that 

the RMA be repealed and replaced with a Natural and Built Environment Act and a Spatial Planning 

Act. It also recommends a new Managed Retreat and Climate Change Adaptation Act. 

 

4.4.3. National Risk assessment for climate change 

In August 2020, the Ministry for the Environment released the first National Climate Change Risk 

Assessment. The assessment states that all governments accept that further changes will result from 

increasing amounts of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and that everyone will be affected by 

climate change. The purpose of the assessment is to support planning for response and adaption to 

climate change including emissions reduction. 

 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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4.5 Local Government Framework 

 

4.5.1 Local Government Leaders Statement 

In 2017 Waikato District Council’s Mayor, Allan Sanson, signed the Local Government Leaders Climate 

Change Declaration. Through the declaration Council has committed to: 

1. Develop and implement ambitious action plans that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and 
support resilience within our own councils and for our local communities. 

2. Work with our communities to understand, prepare for and respond to the physical impacts 
of climate change. 

3. Work with central government to deliver on national emission reduction targets and support 
resilience in our communities. 

These three commitments align with LGNZ Local Government Position Statement on Climate Change 

and provide further definition to our strategic direction. 

 

4.5.2. LGNZ position statement 

Local Government has a shared vision for what prosperous communities will look like in 2050. The 

vision encompasses four well-beings of environmental, social, cultural, and economic prosperity. 

Waikato District Council’s vision: Liveable, Thriving, and Connected Communities aligns with this 

shared vision. 

 

In relation to the effects of climate change on this shared vision, LGNZ has identified three key 

components (through the LGNZ Local Government Position Statement on Climate Change) in which 

areas Local Governments are required to act. The components are: 

1. Actions to reduce emissions (mitigation) 

2. Planning and actions at the national and local level to support public safety and effective 
adaptation; and 

3. Limiting or removing pressure on systems affected by climate change. 

Furthermore, LGNZ has identified the following four areas as Local Government led action on 

Climate Change: 

1. Local government will collaborate 

2. Local government will incorporate climate change implications into urban development and 
land-use decisions and take a long-term approach to waste management and energy use, 
including transport infrastructure 

3. Local government will take an all hazard approach to managing risks 

4. Local government will factor in the impacts of climate change on water security 

 

4.5.3. Controller and Auditor General LTP requirements 

Communication from the Office of the Auditor General to all Councils has made it clear that the 2021-

2031 Long Term Plans (LTPs) and supporting documentation will need to provide evidence that the 

impacts of climate change have been adequately incorporated into the Council’s planning, including 

its financial and infrastructure strategies.  

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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Council managers have been actively considering climate initiatives in their asset management plans 

and activity management plans (AMPs) as part of preparation of the next LTP. To provide evidence of 

this, there is an action (in Part Two: Prioritised Actions, ref# 1040) to create a reference mapping  table 

to link each of the Actions to the appropriate sections of the LTP and various AMP documents. 

 

4.6. Regional framework (the Waikato Plan and partner Councils) 

Through the Waikato Regional Mayors and Chairs forum, local councils have agreed to work together 

on climate action. This work has been tasked to the Waikato Plan, which is an existing regional 

collaborative entity. The Waikato Plan is currently undertaking a stocktake of partner actions to date. 

In terms of other Councils in our region, the Waikato Regional Council has committed to a 70% 

reduction in corporate carbon emissions by 2030 (higher than the 50% target in the Zero Carbon Act) 

and to be net zero by 2050  (consistent with the Zero Carbon Act). 

Hamilton City Council has a carbon reduction target of 50% by 2030 (consistent with the Zero Carbon 

Act). 

 

5. Principles for Action  
The following principles, extracted from the Local Government Leaders Climate Change Declaration,  

provide guidance for decision making on climate change. The descriptive points assigned to each principle 

are designed for Waikato District Council with the specific aim to give the principles effect. The principles 

are based on established legal and moral obligations relevant to governments when considering the 

current and future social, economic and environmental well-being of the communities they represent. 

1. Precaution 

▪ Invest in planning which recognises and reduces the risk of climate related hazards and 
reduces consequences, e.g. infrastructure renewal and maintenance 

▪ Ensure climate resilience is a key consideration in decision making by including 
environmental specifications in Council’s decision making approach 

2. Stewardship/Kaitiakitanga 

▪ Support the ability of natural systems to withstand climate change and provide climate-
related benefits 

▪ Lead by example / walk the talk 

▪ Invest wisely in climate-related actions, considering payback periods where applicable (e.g. 
with reduced energy costs over time) 

▪ Promote and encourage the conservation and enhancement of natural environments 

3. Equity/Justice 

▪ Strive to ensure that the harmful effects of climate change, and the responsibilities for 
reducing our contribution to climate change, do not fall disproportionately on those 
segments of the community least able to successfully shoulder those burdens. Everyone 
must play their part, taking account of their capacity (financial or otherwise) to do so. 

4. Anticipation (thinking and acting long-term) 

▪ Take a risk-based approach using expertise from Central Government (including the National 
Risk Assessment for Climate Change) and other agencies e.g. NIWA, as a guide 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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▪ Take an adaptive management approach: take necessary action and make necessary 
decisions now, and consider triggers for revisiting those decisions or undertaking new or 
different actions in future 

▪ Commit a dedicated resource to manage and deliver the climate response and resilience 
programme 

5. Understanding 

▪ Progress understanding of climate related risks that require adaptation or mitigation using 
the National Risk Assessment for Climate Change as a guide 

▪ Communicate clearly and respectfully, ensuring we are empowering and considerate as per 
item 7.11 of the Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy 

▪ Where we can, capture and continue to capture data / metrics to reflect and compare 
progress against climate change – building Business Intelligence (BI) reports where possible 

6. Co-operation 

▪ Work in partnership with regional entities and our communities – sharing ideas, data and 
resources 

▪ Maximise opportunity for co-benefits (improving social, economic, cultural, environmental 
wellbeing in addition to responding to climate issue) 

▪ Comply with national direction and participate in opportunities to influence it 

▪ Implement targets and measures to prioritise and reduce Council’s emissions in line with 
Central Government targets and partnership agreements 

7. Resilience 

▪ Support the building of community and environmental resilience – tying to other work 
around natural hazards, social, environmental and economic wellbeing 
 

6. Objectives and Targets 
An Action Plan requires clear objectives, and progress against objectives is ideally measured against specific 

targets. However it is important that a flexible approach is taken, to always reflect the latest direction-setting 

at the national and regional level. For example, while Council can set a target for 2050 that mirrors NZ’s 

minimum emission reduction targets in the Zero Carbon Act, intermediate targets would best be informed by 

the national emissions budgets being set by the Climate Commission. The first of these, for the period 2021-

2025, is due to be released in February 2021.  

The following are objectives and (where appropriate) targets that capture the intent of the Action Plan; they 

can be refined or enhanced in future if necessary. Like the Actions themselves, the objectives and targets are 

divided into four main categories: corporate and community emissions, and corporate and community 

adaptation. 

6.1. Mitigation: Corporate: WDC to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in line with Zero Carbon Act, i.e.: 

• Reduce biogenic methane emissions by 10% below 2017 levels by 2030 

• Reduce biogenic methane emissions by 24-47% below 2017 levels by 2050 

• All greenhouse gases (except biogenic methane) to reduce to net Zero by 2050 (taking into 
account carbon sequestration activities like permanent forestry, which may have their own 
specific targets) 

6.2. Mitigation: Community: WDC to use its tools and partner with others to encourage and support the 
community in reducing Districtwide GHG emissions in line with Zero Carbon Act 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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6.3. Adaptation: Corporate: WDC to prepare its assets for the likely and potential effects of climate change – 
taking into account levels of uncertainty within a precautionary, long-term approach  

6.4. Adaptation: Community: WDC to support the community, in partnership with others, in preparing for the 
likely and potential effects of climate change 

 

A reporting framework will be developed by the end of this financial year with consideration to the legislative 

requirements under the Zero Carbon Act and other legislation, Waikato District Council’s reporting framework, 

and resourcing. 

The effectiveness of the actions undertaken regarding emission reduction will ultimately be demonstrated via 

the Corporate and District stocktake reports. 

 

7. Action Table and Categories 
 

The companion (part 2 of 2) document to this action plan – namely the “Action Plan (Part 2) Prioritised 
Actions ” contains a list of initiatives, projects and actions that have been suggested by the Council’s WLASS 
Energy Advisor, Councillors and Staff.  Some are underway already, some are promising but require further 
work, some are included in draft Asset Management Plans and draft budgets for the 2021-2031 LTP, and 
others are more aspirational actions that Council can work toward. Indicative start years are shown, but 
these are subject to change. Priorities have been shown based on their potential impact as well as their 
potential cost, i.e. a rough estimation of value for money. 
 

The Prioritised Actions spreadsheet categorises actions into 6 sections: the 4 categories of objectives 

referenced above (corporate and community emissions, and corporate and community adaptation), plus two 

overarching categories. These are described briefly below. 

 

Action Category 1: Knowledge, Understanding and Direction 
 

The actions in this category involve consolidating and improving our understanding of our various 

commitments and obligations, our guiding policies and strategies, our emissions profiles, our risk profiles, 

our strategic direction including objectives and targets, and our data and systems to support our 

measurement of progress. 

They respond to sections 7.1 and 7.2. of Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy, as follows: 

7.1 Collaborate with other agencies, organisations, and the community to achieve a consistent 

understanding of environmental, social, cultural and economic opportunities and consequences of 

climate change in our communities including but not limited to those related to: a) Infrastructure 

(vertical and horizontal) b) Waste Management c) Public Transport d) Regulatory function e) Land 

Use  

  

7.2 Collaborate with neighbouring Territorial Authorities, Waikato Regional Council, Central 

Government, and other agencies to gather information, carry out research, develop strategies and 

processes, and to clarify each agency’s functions and responsibilities 

 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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As stated above in relation to the objectives and targets, a reporting framework will be developed with 

consideration to  legislative requirements, Waikato District Council’s reporting framework, and resourcing.  

 

Action Category 2: Corporate Capacity and Coordination 
 

The actions in this category relate to the resourcing available to Council in implementing this Action Plan, 

including funding, staffing and partnership opportunities. They also relate to the processes in relation to the 

Action Plan, particularly programme management and coordination, workstream development, and decision-

making and reporting.  

They respond to sections 7.1 and 7.2 above of Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy, in terms of 

collaboration, and sections 7.3 and 7.7 in relation to decision-making, as follows: 

7.3 Ensure that low emission, climate-resilient development is adopted as a key tenet into development 

and land-use decisions, including our district plans, annual plans, long term plans, urban design and 

development, building control, energy use, transport planning and waste management   

7.7 Include the effects of climate change (adaptation) as part of all hazards assessments, and consider 

the emissions impact (mitigation), in decision making, including through sections in Council report 

templates 

  

Action Category 3: Corporate Emissions Reduction 
 

The actions in this category are specifically intended to reduce WDC’s carbon footprint. They give effect to the 

following statement from the LG Leaders Climate Change declaration:  

1. Develop and implement action plans that reduce greenhouse gas emissions and support resilience 

within our own councils and for our local communities. 

They also give effect to the following sections from the Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy: 

7.4 Set emission reduction targets in line with Central Government and partner Councils commitments 

e.g. the Paris Agreement, UNSDGs, Waikato Regional Council   

7.5 Incorporate emissions reduction targets into investment decisions that it makes on transport, fleet 

procurement, waste management, buildings, and energy use 

7.9 Promote and encourage the conservation and enhancement of natural environments to aid in 

emissions reduction (mitigation) and climate change effects (adaptation)   

7.10 Strive for best practice in response to Climate Change - including but not limited to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and, where possible, encourage avoidance of risk rather than remedial 

measures 

The actions in this category focus on reducing net emissions, either through direct emissions reduction or by 

sequestering carbon through (for example) replanting of forests.  Another option, not in the prioritised 

action tables, is simply purchasing carbon credits / offsets -  essentially providing funds for another entity to 

reduce emissions to compensate for the emissions WDC does not reduce. This option is likely to increase 

over time as the price of carbon increases, and hence it is considered an option of ‘last resort’ that Council 

should avoid where possible. 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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There are numerous sub-categories in this section, relating to all the activities in which Council can achieve 

emissions reductions, e.g.: 

• Energy efficiency and renewables 

• Vehicle fleet 

• Waste minimisation (including office supplies and food waste) 

• Ecological enhancement / carbon capture 

The actions are strongly influenced by the recommendations of WLASS Energy Manager, Martin Lynch, and 

many have been incorporated in budget and project proposals for the 2021-2031 LTP. 

 

Action Category 4: Community Emissions Reduction 
 

The actions in this category are ways in which WDC could assist the communities in the Waikato District to 

reduce their collective carbon footprint. They relate to items 1 and 3 in the Local Government Leaders 

Statement above. 

They also give effect to the following sections from the Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy 

[emphasis added for those elements most relating to community emissions]: 

7.3 Ensure that low emission, climate-resilient development is adopted as a key tenet into 

development and land-use decisions, including our district plans, annual plans, long term plans, urban 

design and development, building control, energy use, transport planning and waste management  

7.9 Promote and encourage the conservation and enhancement of natural environments to aid in 

emissions reduction (mitigation) and climate change effects (adaptation) 

 

In line with the policy statements above, many of the actions relate to funding community projects, and 

providing regulatory frameworks (including incentives and removal of barriers) to encourage emission-

reducing land use, development and transport. Other actions relate to our educational / advisory role, which 

requires consideration of the following additional statement from the Council’s Climate Response and 

Resilience Policy: 

7.11 Accept that the dissemination of information regarding climate change can be emotive and 

communicate with communities and stakeholders in an empowering and considerate work manner 

 

Action Category 5: Corporate Resilience and Adaptation 
 

The actions in this category relate to WDC trying to make its activities, services and assets more resilient to 

the impacts of climate change. They relate to items 1, 2 and 3 in the Local Government Leaders Statement 

above.  

They also give effect to the following sections from the Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy 

[emphasis added for resilience / adaptation elements]: 

7.6 Plan for and provide infrastructure which recognises and reduces the risk of hazards like floods, 

storms, and sea level rise including: a) Particular consideration to geographically vulnerable 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
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communities b) Renewal and relocation of coastal infrastructure (including future planning during 

insurance valuation) 

7.7 Include the effects of climate change (adaptation) as part of all hazards assessments, and consider 

the emissions impact (mitigation), in decision making, including through sections in Council report 

templates 

7.8 Plan for the impacts of climate change on Council’s three waters infrastructure and services 

including: a) Factoring climate change projections into all freshwater investments and adapting 

management practices accordingly b) Identifying change requirements in infrastructure investment 

including land use and green infrastructure, e.g. wetlands, rain gardens and swales c) Considering 

future requirements for increased water storage solutions d) Modifying building standards with 

consideration to water storage and increased efficiency of use  

7.9 Promote and encourage the conservation and enhancement of natural environments to aid in 

emissions reduction (mitigation) and climate change effects (adaptation)   

7.10 Strive for best practice in response to Climate Change - including but not limited to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and, where possible, encourage avoidance of risk rather than remedial 

measures 

 

The actions collectively seek to minimise and build resilience to impacts of climate change on: 

• three waters services - potential impacts includs water supply security issues, reduction in water 
quality, increased wastewater overflows from heavy rainfall, and flood protection assets not working; 

• the transportation  network - disruption from sea-level rise or flooding and landslides leading to 

increased maintenance costs; 

• coastal infrastructure and property - sea-level rise causing coastal erosion that will put property and 
assets at risk, and that might make some places might become uninsurable; and 

• biodiversity, habitats and pest management – including changes in type and distribution of pest 

species. 

 

Action Category 6: Community Resilience and Adaptation 
 

The actions in this category relate to WDC assisting communities to become more resilient to the impacts of 

climate change. They relate to items 1, 2 and 3 in the Local Government Leaders Statement above. 

They also give effect to the following sections from the Council’s Climate Response and Resilience Policy 

[emphasis added for resilience / adaptation elements]: 

7.3 Ensure that low emission, climate-resilient development is adopted as a key tenet into 

development and land-use decisions, including our district plans, annual plans, long term plans, urban 

design and development, building control, energy use, transport planning and waste management  

7.8 Plan for the impacts of climate change on Council’s three waters infrastructure and services 

including: a) Factoring climate change projections into all freshwater investments and adapting 

management practices accordingly b) Identifying change requirements in infrastructure investment 

including land use and green infrastructure, e.g. wetlands, rain gardens and swales c) Considering 
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future requirements for increased water storage solutions d) Modifying building standards with 

consideration to water storage and increased efficiency of use  

7.9 Promote and encourage the conservation and enhancement of natural environments to aid in 

emissions reduction (mitigation) and climate change effects (adaptation)   

7.10 Strive for best practice in response to Climate Change - including but not limited to reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions and, where possible, encourage avoidance of risk rather than remedial 

measures  

As with the community emissions actions, Council’s community resilience / adaptation actions should note 

the additional policy statement relating to communications: 

7.11 Accept that the dissemination of information regarding climate change can be emotive and 

communicate with communities and stakeholders in an empowering and considerate work manner 

 

The actions in this category include education and advice (e.g. the development of community resilience 

plans), and regulatory efforts such as identifying hazard areas where development should be minimised, or 

incentivising climate-resilient building features.  
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8. References 
 

Ref# Link Description 

010 Waikato District Council: Climate Response and 
Resilience Policy 
 

Our Waikato District Council 

Climate Policy 

020 Waikato District Council: Climate Response and 
Resilience Action Plan: Framework Document 

This document 

030 Waikato District Council: Climate Response and 
Resilience Action Plan:  Table of Actions 

The accompanying table of 

actions to support this framework 

040 LGNZ Position Statement on Climate Change 
 

Recognises the need for  

collaboration between central 

and local government, and 

between city and district councils 

050 LGNZ Stocktake of Emissions Reduction Actions 
 

A stocktake of emissions 

reduction activities 

060 Local Government Leaders’ Climate Change 
Declaration 
 

Declaration by Mayors and Chairs 

of New Zealand agreeing urgent 

need for responsive leadership 

and a holistic approach to climate 

change 

 

070 MfE National Climate Change Risk Assessment New 
Zealand Snapshot 
 

This report summarises the 

findings of New Zealand’s first 

National Climate Change Risk 

Assessment 

080 MfE Climate Change Projections For NZ Snapshot 
 

A snapshot of climate projections 

for New Zealand 

090 Source: Key Emissions Stocktakes (Corporate, District, 
Regional) 
 

Martin Lynch WDC greenhouse 

gas emissions report  

100 Source: Systems to provide ongoing monitoring e.g. 
corporate GHG emissions and energy use 
 

 

120 CityCare 10 Year sustainability goals;  CityCare 2020-21 
Sustainability Goals; CItyCare 2020 Sustainability 
Progress Report 

CityCare (Key Partner and 

Supplier) Sustainability 

documentation 

130 Ministry for the Environment Climate Change Zero 
Carbon Amendment Act 

What the Climate Change 

Response (Zero Carbon) 

Amendment Act does 
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https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2741443&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2741443&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWIzaUmJJKVDojnDjMjamVkBNsKD1FRBBFAc_Zxt9E57jw?e=vg7xsD
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWIzaUmJJKVDojnDjMjamVkBNsKD1FRBBFAc_Zxt9E57jw?e=vg7xsD
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916415&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916416&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916417&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916417&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916419&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916419&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916418&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916522&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916522&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916521&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2916521&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/ClimateAction/ER_IRhxzn7FCl1NvYtsMrrcBA5mMNpTIQoD5sCLmED8plw?e=GfBpAU
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/ClimateAction/EckVw3Cb2qtFi8VJObV_NbwBTQYBJCV9HauKSbrK6HH6mg?e=pyHJb8
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/ClimateAction/EckVw3Cb2qtFi8VJObV_NbwBTQYBJCV9HauKSbrK6HH6mg?e=pyHJb8
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/ClimateAction/EWN9DuJI0cxKpaX_k5oSS9EBY3oSP_50EO8o53aeBV3LBw?e=OI3VIB
https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:b:/s/ClimateAction/EWN9DuJI0cxKpaX_k5oSS9EBY3oSP_50EO8o53aeBV3LBw?e=OI3VIB
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/zero-carbon-amendment-act
https://www.mfe.govt.nz/climate-change/zero-carbon-amendment-act
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Appendix A – Waikato District Council Climate Response & Resilience Policy 
 

The Climate Response & Resilience Policy can be referenced from the link ECM policy document and for 
convenience is provided in the pages below – accurate as at 27 November 2020 

 

https://waidcgovtnz.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/ClimateAction-00CoreProjectTeam/EWkIN3nUXvZHvfzffC1-lVMBbao_TTIDiqLDcw5OAMggbA?e=Bklitx
https://alpha.waikatodc.govt.nz/T1Prod/CiAnywhere/Web/Prod/ECMCore/Rendition/Get?docsetId=2741443&renditionType=pdf&suite=ECM
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